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presenting alice wilson, christopher hanlon, fiona finnegan and mitre & mondays at laf 2022, 
art projects stand p18: interiority, the exterior and the local: 
 

alice wilson surrounds the booth's external walls with 
a selection of 'touch wood' photographic works: eye-
level views walking along forest paths and past bivouacs 
in scotland transferred onto chunky slices of prepared 
lime logs. functioning both as sculptural objects and 
wall-based works, each presented in its own box, these 
unique pieces translate far-reaching landscapes and views 
into beautiful hand-sized talismanic objects approximately 
reflecting the size of a camera lens.  

(alice wilson's solo 'a mild ephiphany on my bike' was in 
exhibition in the gallery until end january 2022 > https://
www.domobaal.com/exhibitions/117-21-alice-wilson-01.html) 

 

christopher hanlon's practice is concerned with 
interior spaces found in everyday life, ubiquitous 
views such as office screens, commercial imagery 
or rubber plants to name but a few. finding 
intrigue in images we might ordinarily consider 
unremarkable or anodyne uncovers aspects of 
human existence easily overlooked. this engages 
the viewer in a contemporary conversation with 
the subject of stiff-life genre in painting 
developed since medeival times. the material 
transformation is quite minimal, a direct 
translation with an emphasis on teasing out the 
formal abstract potential of the images in 
economic painterly terms which generates a 
feeling of indifference, if not boredom. extracting 
the abstract within representation. 

(christopher hanlon has presented five solo exhbitions in the gallery since 2009 > https://
www.domobaal.com/artists/christopher-hanlon-01.html) 
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fiona finnegan's paintings offer intrigue and 
wonder, interiorised, but never whimsically imagined. 
always believable in part due to their photographic 
origins; the magic here is achieved through their 
unique materiality … the transformative power of 
painting itself. music frequently coalesces with the 
image during the making (hinted at by the titles) 
and this heightens and enriches her emotional 
response, to her source images ….. in a way the 
images are absorbed and then manifested by the 
artist as if experienced in a dream. 

(fiona finnegan's solo exhibition 'the frog devoured 
the sun' took place in 2018 > https://
www.domobaal.com/exhibitions/101-18-fiona-finnegan-the-
frog-devoured-the-sun-01.html)  

 

mitre & mondays is a multidisciplinary design and 
fabrication studio realising projects alongside architects, 
artists, designers and makers. mitre & mondays are an 
artist duo: finn thomson and josef shanley-jackson. 
their partnership is centred around a playful use of 
materials and exploring design through making. at laf, 
they are exhibiting 'stool 01' designed and handmade 
at their studio in islington. the stool features a 
patinated steel seat which floats above reclaimed oak 
legs, connected by a blade joint. all finished with a 
natural beeswax. the shape of the seat celebrates the 
slight variations in form you find when producing 
furniture in batches, or when baking bread. their 
studio and workshop is in islington, around a couple 
of corners from the business design centre. 

(finn thomson exhibited in 'backyard sculpture' in 2019 > https://www.domobaal.com/exhibitions/
108-19-backyard-sculpture-by-david-gates-neil-gall-01.html > mitre & mondays https://
www.mitreandmondays.co.uk) 

images from top: 
alice wilson - 'fari 05' photographic transfer on lime log, 75 x 82 x1 6mm 2021 
christopher hanlon - 'envelopes 2' oil on linen on wood, 54 x 39 cm 2021 
fiona finnegan - 'melancholia' oil on wood, 50 x 32 cm 2020        
mitre & mondays - 'stool 01' oak, steel, (h)45 x (d)50 x (w)40 cm 2021
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